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Abstract: Bridging the human mind with an external system implicitly or explicitly has been the
aspiration of researchers working in the field of cognitive neuroimaging. Identifying the potential
of various imaging techniques in identifying and mapping different regions of the brain in relation
to their functions is the key to eliminating the difficulties in developing a mind-machine interface
(MMI). Communication technology has flourished to the extent that wireless MMI applications can
be designed to virtually control machines like wheelchairs, artificial limbs, etc. A cornucopia of
diversified works on cognitive imaging is required to move the preliminary MMI models forward,
thus engendering a technologically advanced system which can be operated directly by the brain.
This article provides an overview of various aspects of cognitive neuroimaging and its potential
applications in the development of a mind-machine interface.

Keywords: functional imaging; mind-machine interface; cognitive neuroimaging; brain-computer
interface

1. Introduction

Functional neuroimaging portrays the regions of the brain that are responsible for specific
cognitive functions. The basic reason for this imaging approach is to understand the relation between
various activities of the brain with respect to its cohorts. Neuroimaging has helped us comprehend
the fundamental concept that intricate mental functions are best expressed as a blend of different
rudimentary operations. This may not be restricted to a single region of the brain but can be
a result of the combined work of various regions and neuronal networks. Matching these basic
operations with the locations of the brain is a significant objective of advanced cognitive imaging
research. The development of several cognitive imaging modalities such as functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), electrocorticography (ECoG), near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and positron emission tomography (PET),
as well as hybrid modalities [1] (refer to Figure 1), has paved a way forward for the mind-machine
interface (MMI).

The roots of cognitive neuroimaging lie within the work of Angelo Mosso (a 19th century Italian
physiologist) and his experiment monitoring of the pulsations of the brain in human subjects while
conducting a defined task, during which he noticed an increase in the circulation locally in the
brain [2]. Later, in 1890, Charles Roy and Charles Sherrington confirmed the relationship between
blood flow and brain function [3]. Further, in 1924 the first human electroencephalography (EEG)
which recorded the electrical activity of brain, opened the window to harness brain signals as carriers
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of information for direct brain-computer communication [4,5]. Cognitive neuroimaging, together with
various other inter-disciplinary approaches of mechatronics, communication, cybernetics, etc. helped
in the development of a communication pathway between brain and an external device. Since the
1970s, research and development on MMI have influenced neuroprosthetics, cyberphysical systems,
neurogaming, and several other cognitive disciplines.
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Figure 1. Different imaging modalities contributing towards the development of the mind-machine
interface in a clockwise direction from the top right corner: near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET),
magnetoencephalography (MEG), electroencephalography (EEG), and electroencephalography (ECoG).

The purpose of functional imaging is to map the cognitive functions with the spatial locations of
the brain. This can be achieved by different strategies and models like double dissociation [6], which
shows that different regions of brain correspond to different cognitive functions. There could be a
common region of activation owing to activities which will give information regarding the network
of neurons involved in a specific behavior. The cognitive neuroimaging technique not only requires
imaging technology but also a presiding knowledge of various cognitive, behavioral, and emotional
processes associated with the central neuronal network, and this knowledge gap is a major barrier in
development of fully-fledged MMI applications. It is an emerging field of neuroscience which demands
a deluge of research and analytical experiments to be performed to understand better the brain as
a processing organ and its neuronal setup. Various invasive, partially invasive, and non-invasive
techniques have been widely used to clearly define various cognitive concepts and their localization in
the brain.

A prospective application of cognitive neuroimaging will be its use in designing a mind-machine
interface [7]. This imaging technique can potentially identify various regions of cognition which can
be used to control an external system. For example, Ludovico et al. used functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to control a robotic arm based on the imagination of subjects [8].
A junction between neuron and silicon in the leech Retizus cell for stimulation was developed by
Fromherz et al. [9]. This cellular level interface entails the potential for making some well-advanced
complex brain-machine devices. Cognitive functions on different loci of the human central processing
system (the brain), can be used to control different tasks mentally with the help of machine/motor
models. This will bring about a revolution in neuroscience. This review focusses on discussing the
strategies and different techniques of cognitive neuroimaging, with its potential applications in the
development of the mind-machine interface.
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2. Functional Neuroimaging—The Concept

Functional neuroimaging relies on a blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal [10].
The principle is that the consumption of oxygen by neurons in the regions of brain involved in
an activity is high when compared to other neurons not involved in the activity. This leads to a regional
increase in blood flow in the oxygen-depleted region. The increase is not to equalize the oxygen
concentration but to remove the metabolic waste and by products from the neurons [11]. Cognitive
processes in the brain largely follow this BOLD signal phenomenon, and it can be used to image
the brain with the regions involved in activation in contrast to the regions not involved. This does
not mean that a region is responsible for a specific process only. Regions of the brain selective in
responding to different visual stimulus corroborate the fact that specific areas of brain are responsible
for specific cognitive functions [12,13]. PET and fMRI are the two main imaging modalities used in
cognitive neuroimaging. The primary reason for the change in the blood flow around the area with
neuronal activity is believed to be the production of neuronal spikes. However, it was proved by
comparing the response using fMRI from a pair of groups that the local field potential is also involved
in the production of blood oxygen level-dependent signals [14]. The cause for the change in blood flow
in the brain region involved in cognition has been debated for a long time. A good understanding
on the process behind the blood flow changes is required to comprehend the concept of cognitive
imaging. The change in blood flow during an activity in the regions of brain is not only attributed
to the oxygen or energy depletion in that region but to the various signaling processes of the brain.
Also, the change in blood flow is an indication of activity within regions of the brain but not the
change in blood flow in a specific location of the brain. This is because the increase in blood flow
occurs over a larger area [15]. Imaging of cognitive functions in a region of interest is possible because
of the difference in the magnetic property of hemoglobin in blood flowing in the vessels supplying
the brain [16,17]. fMRI depends on the above-mentioned property of hemoglobin. PET requires a
contrast agent to be administered to the subject for imaging the brain. The oxyhemoglobin of blood is
non-paramagnetic, whereas the deoxyhemoglobin present in the blood is paramagnetic i.e., it produces
a considerable output upon interaction with an external magnetic field [18]. This gives rise to a BOLD
signal contrast where the magnetic property of blood entering and leaving a region of brain differs.
This gives a natural contrast in the image of the fMRI imaging modality [19].

Various techniques have been employed in imaging the cognitive activities of the brain either
individually or in association with one or more modalities. PET, fMRI, PET/CT, MRI etc. are used in
direct imaging of the brain activity. Also, methods like MEG, EEG, ECoG and intra-cortical neuronal
recording (ICNR) have been used in association with the imaging modalities to better understand the
underlying process of cognition temporally in the brain [20].

3. Mind-Machine Interface—The Concept

Some cognitive functions of the brain, if they have a specific locality of control, can be
used to build a mind-machine interface which can control functionalities just by generating
thoughts. The Brain-Machine Interface (BMI) can be classified as invasive, partially invasive, and
non-invasive [21]. Each method has its advantage like spatial resolution, temporal resolution, response
time, ease of training etc. which can be utilized for MMI applications as shown in Figure 2. The capacity
of cognitive imaging methods can be extended to be applied in designing a mind-machine interface
with the help of electronic and mechanical systems. A motor movement based mind-machine interface
can be used to assist physically disabled patients by translating the motor signals into commands to
control an external system(refer to Figure 3) [22–24].
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Figure 3. Block diagram depicting the basic concept of utilizing the brain signal to control a particular
device connected to a part of the body which is damaged or partially functional. The signal from the
brain is converted into meaningful commands with the help of a system that moves the artificial robotic
arm with reference to the type of brain signal.

4. Cognitive Neuroimaging in Action

4.1. Functional MRI

Functional magnetic resonance imaging is the most widely used imaging modality for imaging
the brain, especially the functional imaging of the brain. It mostly does not require a radio tracer to
produce contrast; rather it depends on natural contrast from the BOLD signal. Many clinical trials
and experiments have been done over the last three decades to understand the cognitive role of the
brain using functional MRI. The distribution of flow of blood inside the brain is asymmetric as the
grey matter receives higher amount of blood than the white matter. Though the flow to the grey
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matter is like that of the heart muscle, which is the most fueled organ, brain tissues do not contain
any storage for oxygen. They only rely on the continuous cerebral blood flow, which is the reason
for brain fatigue when the oxygen supply to brain is hindered [25]. fMRI works on the principle of
nuclear magnetic resonance, which is the base for all MRI modalities [26]. The spatial resolution of the
functional MRI is better than the temporal resolution, with a range of several millimeters in voxel size,
which is advantageous in cognitive neuroimaging. However, the temporal resolution of functional MRI
is poor as the blood circulation changes very rapidly i.e., in seconds [27]. An event-related functional
MRI study on prefrontal cortex revealed that anatomically distinct sub-regions inside the cortex are
involved in sequential processing of a particular task [28]. fMRI is extensively used in the study of
memory, one of the important cognitive functions of brain. The involvement of state-related and
item-related processes in the retrieval of memory is supported using a fMRI study where regions of
each process have been identified [29]. The involvement of basal ganglia in the temporal processing
of information is studied using fMRI study [30]. fMRI has been extensively used solely in cognitive
imaging, but recent developments include clubbing of two or more modalities with the fMRI modality.
EEG-fMRI is one such combination which gives an incisive information about various cognitive
processes processing simultaneously in the brain. EEG cannot be fused with fMRI as it is prone
to interference by magnetic signals of fMRI, but both the techniques can be performed at different
times with the same experiment. EEG gives a temporal information of brain activity, which is poor
in regular fMRI [31]. EEG-fMRI has been proven to be richer in information than a stand-alone
fMRI [32]. Another modality that is like EEG is magnetoencephalography (MEG). fMRI and MEG
together are used for improving temporal resolution of the image. An experiment combining fMRI
and MEG showed the existence of sub-divisions for different functions on the orbitofrontal cortex [33].
A motion sensor for finger has been used to study the recovery of patients with stroke by associating
the device with the MEG/fMRI modality. It was also used to find the regions of sensory motor function
activation in the brain [34]. A combination of three modalities viz, fMRI, MEG, and EEG has also
been used in an experiment study of memory processing where the fMRI and MEG revealed details of
the localization of activation in the brain and the time course of activation, respectively. These two
information were confirmed using EEG [35]. The potential of fMRI imaging can be extended to its use
in creating an advanced non-invasive mind-machine interface. Through neuro-feedback, it is possible
for humans to take a voluntary control over their brain activity, which is an advantage in developing
a mind-machine interface. Seung-Schik Yoo and Ferenc A. Jolesz demonstrated in their fMRI study
that subjects could increase their cortical activity specific to hand-motor movement with the help of a
high-resolution fMRI image provided as visual feedback [14]. Later, Seung-Schik Yoo et al., with the
help of the previous study, designed a mind-machine interface in which the movement of a cursor
through a two-dimensional maze on computer screen was controlled by thoughts of subjects. Only four
commands for four directions were assigned and each command was attributed to a spatially distinct
BOLD signal activity in the brain [36]. A further advancement by Jong-Hwan Lee et al. is the design of
a robotic arm-based MMI using an fMRI signal with two degrees of freedom of movement (left and
right). The subjects could operate a robotic arm by performing an imagery task which activated the
somato-motor region of the brain, as shown in Figure 4 [37] and the real-time fMRI signals of the
activated region were converted into commands for the robotic arm movement.
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Figure 4. Brain activity associated to the sense of agency for BMI control. Group results showing
regions with stronger activations (p < 0.05 False discovery rate (FDR), masked with any effect contrast
at p < 0.001) when subjects reported feeling in control as opposed to not feeling in control. The activity
over the basal ganglia region was associated with positive blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)
response, unlike that over the Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the left superior frontal gyrus,
which showed a negative response to the stimulation. Adapted with permission from [37].

4.2. PET

Positron emission tomography (PET) is yet another efficient imaging tool which utilizes a radio
tracer that emits positron upon interaction with the electron. The commonly used radio tracer for PET
is fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) in which de-oxy glucose is linked to an F-18 radioisotope. The basic
concept of PET imaging depends on the process of glucose uptake by cells as an energy source. The cell
utilizes the glucose in FDG which sets free the radio tracers, resulting in the production of gamma
rays due to the interaction of the free positron with the electrons [38]. PET has wide applications in
neuroimaging studies. It has a similar function as in fMRI where the regional blood flow changes
can be measured and imaged. A PET study in subjects performing phasic tasks ranging from low to
highly demanding intellectual levels supported the fact that the efficiency of processing by the brain
decreases as the difficulty of task increases. This is observed in the form of reduction of accuracy and
time of response [39]. Importance of the kind of mental rotation involved in a certain motor tasks
has been studied using PET [40]. The existence of a working memory mechanism as posited in a
hypothesis has been supported experimentally using PET image analysis in normal human subjects.
Activation of brain areas of vision and motion, which is the direct result of cerebral blood flow changes,
is imaged using PET [41]. Statistical maps or statistical parametric maps (SPMs) are used in place
of region-of-interest method for localization of an activated area in brain involved in cognition [42].
The experimental study on regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) by Bookheimer et al. using positron
emission tomography showed that there are two different mechanisms involved in the cognitive
process of silent reading and reading out loud. Also, it disproved the hypothesis of visual center for
word processing [43]. The participation of the frontal cortex in auditory deviant event processing
shown using a PET experiment also revealed that there is a link between the fronto-temporal region
and the left half of the brain hemisphere [44]. Scarce research on PET-based mind-machine interfaces
has been carried out. Experiment on rats conducted by Yunqi Zhu et al. using PET imaging-based
MMI implies its usefulness in MMI applications [45]. The use of radio tracers stands as a barrier in the
application of this imaging in MMI systems.
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4.3. Micro-Electrode Array

An array of electrodes, in the range of micrometers in diameter, is used for directly recording
either single-unit neuronal spikes or local field potential [46]. The micro-electrode array technique is
invasive as the electrodes are embedded deep inside the brain tissue. This electro-physiological signal
obtained using this method has good resolution and accuracy. However, the discomfort due to the
insertion of electrodes creates a difficulty in applying this technique for MMI interfaces. Also, there is a
chance of damaging the neurons during the procedure [47]. To overcome this, local field potentials are
measured at a distance sufficiently far from the site of neuronal activation, where the cumulative signal
from a group of neurons is recorded. A micro-electrode array containing 100 electrodes studied by
Nordhausen et al. was efficient in recording the cortical spikes, with a signal to noise ratio of 5.5:1 [48].
However, the tissue around the region where the electrode was inserted was damaged due to the
perfusion. MMIs based on signals recorded by invasive electrodes will have better signal strength and
resolution [49] but are difficult to use due to the damaging effect of electrodes on tissues and incisions.

4.4. EEG

Electro-encephalography is a non-invasive/invasive modality used to monitor the brain’s
electrical signals associated with various cognitive processes. It consists of electrodes placed on
the scalp to record the minute-intensity electrical signals passing through the neuronal network of
brain [24,50]. A motor imagery-based experiment on subjects to move a virtual bar on the computer
screen by only thinking about limb movement and hand movement (right) was carried out by Guger
et al. in 99 subjects, with and without feedback. EEG recordings were taken in real-time to record
the corresponding signals of the task given to those subjects. The results showed tremendous ease
of Brain-computer Interface (BCI) operation by the subjects in a time limit of less than 30 min [51].
EEG electrodes are generally bulky and contain too many leads. A novel comb-shaped EEG electrode
design (wired and wireless) with good signal quality has been developed for an imagery-based BCI
system similar to the previously mentioned experiment [52]. EEG-based MMIs can be used to control
an external machine or motor, which can aid patients with motor disability in handling objects just
by thinking, as shown in Figure 5 [53]. The brain cortical signal associated with the hand movement
has been used to control an artificial hand, by recording the EEG signal associated with the brain
region during that movement task. This EEG signal is processed and translated into commands for an
external robotic hand movement, which aids the recovery of post-traumatic injury patients in their
rehabilitation [54]. By far, EEG is the most suitable modality of application for MMI because of its
temporal resolution and relatively better ease of use compared to other modalities.

4.5. MEG

Magnetoencephalography is another non-invasive type of modality that is used to monitor and record
magnetic signals from the brain [55]. These signals are produced in the form of magnetic flux because
of flow of the post-synaptic electric current in the neurons of the brain. It does not contain electrodes
attached to subjects, which reduces discomfort during recording. MEG has a good spatio-temporal
resolution when compared to EEG and the distortion of signals is very low in MEG as compared to EEG,
as the magnetic flux can travel out of the skull without damping. MEG can distinguish sensory-motor
rhythm of each finger movements with a better spatial resolution [56]. A MEG-MMI with a better spatial
filtering algorithms has better results in terms of accuracy and ease of training than EEG-MMI [27].
Using MEG, the trajectories of movement in space can be predicted with an exactly similar pattern to
that of the original trajectory drawn by the subjects, which is a promising sign for the scope of MEG in
developing an advanced stand-alone MMI [57]. Movement of hands in post-stroke patients suffering
motor disability using MEG mu-rhythm through an orthosis was successfully performed by subjects
during an experiment [22]. Though MEG has greater potential, it cannot be used for MMI applications
conveniently as it is magnetically susceptible and works inside a magnetically shielded room.
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Figure 5. Experimental design of the EEG-MMI. (A) Timing of an experimental trial. Each trial starts
with a baseline of 3 s followed by an auditory instruction period. Then, 2 s after the instruction a
“Start” cue is presented and 5 s later there is an “End” cue. (B) BCI participant wearing the 128 EEG
channel cap seated with the hand attached to the orthosis showing the components used during all
tasks. (C) A close look at the orthosis with the fingers attached. (D) Schematic of the 128 channels.
The 61 channels used during the experiments are shaded in grey. Adapted with permission from [24].
MMI: mind-machine interface.

4.6. ECoG

Electrocorticography is a partially invasive technique of recording the brain’s electrical signal by
placing a patch electrode on the surface of the brain as shown in Figure 6 [58]. It is partially invasive
as it requires a part of the skull to be removed to directly place the electrode on the surface of the
brain. ECoG-MMI is efficient and has better spatial resolution than EEG-based MMIs [59]. The first
ECoG-MMI was used to virtually control a cursor movement on a display screen. The subjects were
first asked to perform three tasks, followed by imagining the performance of those three tasks. A better
result compared to EEG-MMI was obtained for ECoG and the time taken to familiarize with the
MMI system was predominantly low [60]. ECoG recorded during individual finger movements has a
potential in aiding the development of prosthesis [61]. A direct MMI can be developed with the help
of single-channel electrocorticography coupled with a wavelet-packet algorithm which can distinctly
detect different motor signals corresponding to each finger movement [62].
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4.7. NIRS

Another budding technique in cognitive neuro-imaging which has a capability to contribute to
design an efficient mind-machine interface is near-infrared spectroscopy also known as functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (f-NIRS). NIRS is a non-invasive optical imaging technique that can be
used to image the hemodynamic signals of the brain as in fMRI where BOLD signals are imaged i.e., it
measures the hemoglobin concentration changes in the blood which arise due to regional cerebral blood
flow (CBF) during brain activity (refer to Figure 7). A standalone NIRS could not be used to image the
regions of brain activity as quantification of the hemoglobin changes is not possible. Several methods
to quantify the changes have been developed [64]. NIRS is used to image the brain during locomotion
and regions responsible for that has been identified [65]. The possibility of a NIRS-based MMI has
been confirmed by Sitaram et al. in their experimental study. Five human subjects were asked to
perform hand motor imagery tasks during which the hemodynamic changes in the regions specific to
those tasks in the brain was recorded using multi-channel NIRS and pattern classification of the signals
was obtained using support vector machine and hidden Markov model classifiers [66]. Coyle et al.
proposed a novel NIRS-based MMI model based on their experimental study. A group of subjects were
asked to perform simple hand motor related tasks both physically and imaginatively. A single-channel
NIRS was used to record the signal change associated with the task based on which the size of virtual
ball on the screen provided as a visual feedback changed. This stands as convincing evidence for the
development of NIRS-based MMI [67]. Kazuki et al. proposed a NIRS-based BCI system which can
control the movement of an external robotic arm. The movement of the arm corresponded to the NIRS
signal in response to the motor signal recorded in real time [68].
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maze using the visual feedback that modulates the thoughts of the subject with respect to the position
of the cursor.
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4.8. Other Imaging Techniques

fMRI and EEG are the most used neuroimaging modalities for MMI. Several novel imaging tools
and techniques have been developed and have a greater scope in the future, as much information
on the actual mechanism of cognition in the brain is still not clear. One such technique is electrical
impedance tomography (EIT) in which the change in impedance in the brain is imaged using EEG
leads. The basic principle behind the technique is that blood in the blood vessels of brain has a different
impedance when compared to the brain cortical areas. This contrast is used to image the brain [69].
Though novel, this technique cannot be used in localization of region of interest due to its poor signal
to noise ratio (SNR), but it is efficient in imaging the impedance changes during various cognitive
activities. This technique has a good temporal resolution as the EEG is involved and spatial resolution
can be improved in the future by addition of several models or algorithms which will support MMI
research [70]. Diffusion optical tomography (DOT) is used in place of NIRS as it overcomes the
problem of quantifying changes in oxy and de-oxy hemoglobin molecules. Both of these optical
imaging techniques are based on Beer-Lamberts law [71]. The functional connectivity of the brain at
rest was supported by a DOT study based on the fMRI model, and was confirmed by comparison with
a regular functional MRI of the same study [72]. Apart from normal optical imaging, photoacoustic
functional imaging has been used in a rat brain in an in vivo imaging study. This technique depends
on optical and acoustic tools [73]. The optical tool is laser, which produces a thermo-elastic expansion
resulting in production of acoustic waves that are detected using an ultrasound probe. Information,
including location of lesion in rat brain, is studied using photoacoustic tomography (PAT). Further,
functional use of this PAT is also studied by producing stimuli to the whiskers of the rat. An image
subtraction of normal PAT from PAT with stimuli yields the region of cerebral activity [74,75].

5. Significance of Cognitive Imaging in Neural Disease Diagnosis and Treatment

The applications of functional cognitive imaging in diagnosing and treating neuro-cognitive
disorders are profound. In particular, it has a dominant contribution towards Alzheimer’s disease
(AD). Both fMRI and PET are used in the diagnosis of various neural disorders. A study of amyloid PET
tracer Pittsburgh compound B (PiB) in patients with mild cognitive impairment revealed that there is a
greater retention of this tracer in those patients when compared with normal and Alzheimer’s disease
human subjects [76]. A novel study using PET to categorize presence of AD has been done using
18[F]AV-1451, which is the tau protein-specific radiotracer. The study revealed that categorization of a
patient as tau-positive or -negative can be performed by performing AD-prone region-specific imaging
rather than overall imaging of brain. This quantification of AD using PET is first of its kind and it
could be a potential clinical method in early detection of AD. Arterial spin labelling MRI (ASL-MRI)
is used to determine changes in regional perfusion to brain in patients with AD and mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), in comparison with human subjects with normal cognition. The same study was
also done using PET and SPECT, and the results showed a regional decrease in perfusion to brain
with AD patients. Also, ASL-MRI has been recently used to study the postdrome effects of migraine
that have been explored less until now. The study showed about 1557 changes in regional CBF with a
difference in processes involved for premonitory and postdrome phases [77]. The outcomes obtained
with ASL-MRI were similar to those obtained from PET and single-photon emission CT (SPECT)
studies of the same subjects with the same conditions [78]. fMRI study of BOLD signal images in a
group of individuals in relation to working memory in Huntington’s disease (HD), serves as a better
diagnostic method to find pre-manifest Huntington’s disease i.e. to diagnose the disease well before
its significant manifestation—it can be used fifteen years before a regular clinical diagnosis can be
made. The absence of activation in the striatal region of the brain serves as a significant factor for
pre-manifest HD [79]. Apart from neural disorders, functional imaging is also used in brain injury
studies. High-resolution diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in patients with brain injury is the only
modality which can image the injured brain in acute conditions. Other modalities, including DTI,
were used to find the difference in the injured part after and before healing during one study [80].
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Squarcina et al. used DTI to show the micro structure differences in the white matter of subjects with
bipolar disorder (BD) and schizophrenia (SCZ) through diffusion index values. This is a potential area
of study as there is a conception that both BD and SCZ exhibit similar pathological symptoms and
epidemiology [81]. Another study using DTI revealed that immune T-cell infiltration can be measured
in patients with brain metastases, which stands as a non-invasive approach to monitor immune therapy
response for such patients [82]. Non-imaging techniques are also used in analyzing subjects with
neural disorders. Cognitive impairment in patients with multiple sclerosis was studied using EEG,
and the fact that the impairment was caused by the de-linking or disconnection between regions in
the brain was confirmed by comparison with the MRI results in a similar study [83]. An MRI study
for a group of autistic patients of different ages revealed functional and anatomical information—the
growth of the brain in subjects at younger ages was greater, and it decreased as the age increased in
the subjects [84].

6. Limitations in Functional Imaging Based MMI

Though studies and experiments on several functional imaging based mind-machine interfaces
have been performed successfully, each has its own limitations [63]. For example, EEG has very poor
spatial resolution and causes discomfort due to convoluted electrode wires [85]. Also, localization
of the brain activity using MEG/EEG is difficult to determine [86]. EEG is affected by the presence
of other signals such as the electrophysiological signal of heart from electrocardiogram (ECG), the
musculo-electrical signals of eye movement from the electro-oculogram (EOG) and the interference
from the power-line [87]. In addition to that, the use of electrodes on the skin causes discomfort
and irritation. On the other hand, MEG has relatively better spatial resolution and has less signal
disruption as it measures the flux which is not distorted by the skull. However, the MEG system
is very bulky and directly applying it for the use of human-computer interface would be difficult.
MEG requires a magnetically shielded room since it is affected by the noise, to the level that even
the Earth’s magnetic field could dominate the brain’s magnetic signal [88]. However, the acquired
signal patterns can be used later in operating an interface system during a task by pattern recognition.
The main disadvantage of the fMRI is the cost of the fMRI setup for BCI and the huge size of the
equipment. In addition, the temporal resolution of fMRI is low when compared to the EEG-based
MMI [89,90]. Although MRI has been shown to be a potential system for BCI application due to its
higher spatial resolution, it measures the indirect signal i.e., the BOLD signal, which can be unreliable
for interfacing with systems. Also, it causes discomfort to the subjects due to the high magnetic field
and the requirement of immobility for hours during acquisition. In the case of ECoG, the procedure
is demanding as it involves invasive processes for placing the electrode which may only be applied
to patients with traumatic brain injury [91]. NIRS, on the other hand, though similar to fMRI, has a
poorer signal to noise ratio than fMRI, and positioning of probes influences the signal detection [92].
NIRS also has poor performance compared to the other modalities as it measures the brain signal
indirectly using optical system.

7. Future Scope

MMIs in future will depend on cognitive imaging techniques, which are developing quickly.
These imaging techniques can contribute solely or in association with two or more functionalities
in flourishment of MMI-based applications as shown in Figure 8. MMIs will be used in various
sectors such as defense research, space research, prosthetics, and rehabilitation [93], etc. Gerson et al.
demonstrated the use of EEG in rapid target image recognition using a simple pattern classifier [94].
They used the classifier to prioritize two target images from a triage of 100 images by taking the unique
EEG response elicited in the cortex when the subject looks at it. This is a good example of how EEG can
be combined with systems to improve human’s quality of life and its possible application in defense
patrols. Novel imaging techniques like photoacoustic imaging and calcium imaging are extensively
being probed and in future they will provide much information about cognition that is currently
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unknown to scientific society [95,96]. Wireless MMI applications will have a wider demand as they
can be used to control systems from anywhere just by mental manipulation [97]. A state-of-the-art
auditory signal-based MMI has been developed by Hseih et al. for homecare use of visually challenged
people [98]. They recorded the evoked responses exhibited by two different audio signals for each ear
using EEG. The response can take the values of Right-Right (RR), Left-Left (LL), Left-Right (LR) or
Right-Left (RL) as per the discretion of the subject in listening with the left or right ear in the first and
second stage. These four different combinations are then used to send appropriate signals from the
BCI system to the smart phone app through Bluetooth. Based on the configuration, each pair can be
assigned to control a specific appliance like a television, computer, telephone etc. A solid example
of translating the response to an audio input into an application for MMI shows the potential these
technologies hold in changing the modern perspective of human assist systems. Non-invasive MMIs
are expected to be utilized mainly for MMI applications as they reduce discomfort [99]. However,
the strength of brain signals acquired for MMI studies using invasive functionalities like ECoG and
multi-electrode arrays is appreciable when compared to non-invasive methodologies. For example,
signals acquired from the micro-electrode array implanted in the motor cortex of a paralyzed patient
were used to simulate a flight operation [100]. The velocity signal recorded from the electrodes to
actuate motor movements of the patient’s prosthetic limb was translated to act as input flight control
using neuro-processors. This stands as an accurate demonstration of mind-controlled mobility systems
that can revolutionize the future.
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8. Conclusions

The possibilities for current cognitive neuroimaging techniques are so vast that a stand-alone
non-invasive mind-machine interface could be developed in a few years with the help of fast-growing
research in the functional imaging and neuroprosthetics fields. Present motor signal-based robotic arm
movement is a precursor to a fully developed MMI which, on behalf of the human, would be able to
perform various functions without the muscular involvement of the humans. A better use of hybrid
imaging modalities can enhance the performance of the MMI. Even hybrid MMIs can be built where
two or more imaging modalities can be used to detect the brain signal with greater precision and to
operate the MMI system with a faster response. The ability to control and work different functionalities
only by thinking is the long-term goal of researchers, and the advancement in the functional imaging
field is increasing at a rapid pace, such that soon activity- or function-specific signals of brain can be
distinguished with 100% precision from other signals in the brain. This will be an important advance
for successfully developing a multi-functional mind-machine interface.
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